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Multivibrator

Multivibrator is an electronic circuit that produce a variety of simple two-state system. 
There are 3 operation modes (astable, monostable and bistable). But, this course covers 
only astable and bistable

1. Astable mode (has no stable state)

State 1
“high”

State 2
“low”

output
The output continuously 
switch from “high” to 
“low “state

2. Monostable mode (one stable state)

“high”

“low”

output

Stable state Stable state
unstable 
state

Trigger input
Apply trigger input (e.g. push 
button)
Trigger input cause the circuit 
to enter unstable state
The circuit return to stable state 
after certain time



555 timer

Analog-digital integrated circuit. Consists of comparators and digital flip-
flop (set-reset flipflop) 
The 555 can be used to provide time delays, as an oscillator, and as a flip-
flop element.



SR flipflop: Set-reset flipflop/latch

output
Input

Input

If input “S”=1, Q is set to 1
If input “R”=1, Q is reset to 0
If all inputs “S” and “R”=0, no change in Q
(S=R=0 is prohibited)



Inside 555 timer



555 timer: Astable operation

Upper comparator (UC)

Lower comparator (LC)

V- of UC= 2/3Vcc
V+of LC = 1/3 Vcc

Capacitor charges through RA and RB from Vcc. The capacitor voltage raises until it goes 
above (2/3)Vcc. 
UC trigger the flipflop so that Vout=low
Flipflop set the transistor to ON. Capacitor discharging starts until its volatge drops 
below (1/3)Vcc
LC trigger the flipflop so that Vout =high.
Transistor OFF capacitor starts to charge again



Upper comparator (UC)

Lower comparator (LC)

W=Charging time, tON

CRRt BAON ))(2(ln +=

Discharging time, tOFF

CRt BOFF )2(ln=

T=tON + tOFF
f=1/T
Duty cycle=(tON/T)*100%



555 timer: monostable operation

Trigger input causes LC to trigger Vout=high
Capacitor charges through R until reaches  (2/3)Vcc.
UC trigger Vout=low 
Capacitor discharges. The capaciotr voltage remain at near 0 V until triggered 
again

LC

UC
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